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Abstract7

Although important vehicles of culture and of society’s values and perspectives, cultural texts8

represent little explored possibilities in the research focusing on the behavior of consumers9

with disabilities. In Brazil, telenovelas, or evening TV drama series, present as suitable10

cultural texts for such studies, in view of the importance of this type of programming as11

material that both crosses class lines and has national penetration. The objective of this study12

was to discuss how the consumption decisions and practices of people with disabilities are13

presented in Brazilian telenovelas. To achieve the objective, 22 Brazilian telenovela scenes14

showing characters with disabilities in situations of consumption were reviewed. The results of15

the study call attention to the need for companies, public institutions and society in general to16

review how they address these almost invisible consumers, who are often overlooked as17

potential customers and excluded from public policy actions18

19

Index terms— people with disabilities, cultural texts, brazilian telenovela, consumer behavior, qualitative20
research.21

1 Introduction22

ultural texts such as music, movies and TV drama series constitute important conveyers of the prevailing23
perspectives of the society that produces and consumes such products. For this reason, cultural texts have24
been defended and used in academic research on consumption and culture (Askegaad, 2010; Hirschman, Scott &25
Wells, 1998; Kozinets, 2001). When it comes to cultural texts related to consumer experiences involving people26
with disabilities (PwD), however, the dearth of studies is conspicuous, especially when one takes into account the27
recurrence of characters with disabilities in dramaturgy (Norden, 1994). ??oodley and Bolt (2010) assert that,28
given the current socio-cultural context, analyses of disability based on cultural texts are needed all the more.29

From a socio-hegemonic conception of the disabled person as someone who is useless and/or worthy of30
pity, people with disabilities are represented in cultural texts based on the corresponding stereotypes, thus31
constituting the structuring of a mechanism of oppression (Darke, 1998;Nelson, 2003). In the case of feature32
films, commonplace are representations of people with disabilities that depict prejudice and the difficulties of33
inclusion and accessibility; indeed, such difficulties do reproduce many of the problems faced by such individuals34
in situations of consumption. DePoy and Gilson (2010), for example, mention a scene in the documentary, Vital35
Signs: Crip Culture Talks Backthat presents a scene in which an airline attendant tries to accommodate a deaf-36
mute in a wheelchair. In other cases, the bias is masked as ostensible humor. Barnes (1992) discusses a series37
called The Young Ones to show an example of comic scene of consumption: a blind character tries to buy a38
bar of chocolate in a supermarket, and everything ends up in a veritable frenzy, involving the customers and39
supermarket employees.40

In Brazil the heavy production of telenovelas has established a consistent output of cultural products based41
on which Brazilian nationality is problematized, identity is established, and individual / family / group behavior42
patterns are discussed via a pedagogy coordinated by the media (Hamburger, 2005;Oguri, Chauvel & Suarez,43
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3 CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND A) PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES IN
CULTURAL TEXTS

2009). Joyce (2012), studying the representation in Brazilian telenovelas of racial issues, argues that telenovelas44
are excellent research tools, not only with regard to the way they seek to portray the daily life of Brazilians, but45
also because telenovelas are open works that viewers can influence as the plot unfolds.46

Silveira (2010, p. 2) believes there are three levels of investigation that make researching the representations of47
people with disabilities (PwD) in Brazilian telenovelas a worthwhile pursuit: ”the studies of media representations;48
the political importance of these representations as portrayals of the theme of inclusion; the importance of the49
telenovela as programming in as much as it is both national in scope and cuts across class lines.”50

The focus on Brazil for research on consumers with disabilities is currently of particular relevance, as the51
country prepares to host major international events, including the World Cup in 2014 and the 2016 Olympics52
Games, and must concern itself with meeting the demands of tourists with disabilities as well as Paralympic53
athletes (Faria & Carvalho, 2010). The neglect of people with disabilities in Brazil occurs despite the fact that54
such individuals account for approximately 24% of the population, representing more than 45 million people with55
disabilities. Of these, some 16 million have serious or very serious disabilities (Brazilian Institute of geography56
and statistics, 2010). In light of this scenario, the present work aims to discuss how the decisions and practices57
of consumption of people with disabilities are presented in Brazilian telenovelas. The research undertaken58
here follows the transformative research paradigm, as interpreted by Mertens (2007). Transformative research59
arises from a dissatisfaction with the way in which the dominant paradigms of scientific research address issues60
related to socially disadvantaged and/or excluded individuals (Mertens, 2009). For Mick (2006), who illustrates61
his arguments with examples from studies focusing on PwD, the adoption of the transformative paradigm in62
marketing represents the first step towards consumer research as something that is for the benefit and welfare of63
humankind, and not just companies.64

2 II.65

3 Conceptual Background a) People with disabilities in cultural66

texts67

For Norden (1994), the relationship between a society and the cultural products it produces is reflective of a68
causal relationship: movies, TV series and telenovelas demonstrate aspects of the society that produces them,69
while in multiple ways society mirrors the values reproduced in film and other dramaturgical representations of70
such social grouping. Sandlin and Maudlin (2012) point out that a review of these texts can help understand the71
proliferation of stereotypes.72

Stereotypic assumptions about people with disabilities are based on superstitions, myths and beliefs established73
over the centuries, which are inherent to our socio-culture and are reproduced by means of media communication74
and the products of the culture industry (Barnes, 1992). Harris (2002) argues that individuals who do not usually75
have contact with people with disabilities acquire their knowledge about disabilities from television and cinema.76
This author points out that the representations of these people in such media are predominantly negative.77

A frequent problem with representations of people with disabilities in movies, according to Darke (1998), is78
the conception of a disability as a difficulty experienced by a single person. This view clashes head on with the79
current approach to disability based on a collective model, i.e., in consonance with an approach whereby social80
and political dimensions of the issue prevail (Vehmas, 2008).81

As a rule, in cultural texts produced by the mainstream, there are three frequent possibilities regarding82
representations of people with disabilities ??Cameron, 2007): (1) pathetic beings, worthy of pity, sometimes83
tragically comical; (2) sinister or vindictive beings, or beings marked by evil; and (3) individuals who exhibit84
great bravery in the face of the tragedy of their lives. Nelson (2003) presents two further possibilities of stereotypic85
images for people with disabilities in dramaturgy: (1) creatures who should not have survived and who would86
be better off dead; and (2) a dead weight; an individual incapable of interacting with his/her benefactors for the87
benefit of both.88

According to Barnes (1992), there are ten prevailing media stereotypes of people with disabilities, especially89
in movies produced by the film industry: (1) people deserving of pity; (2) objects of the violence of others;90
(3) wicked / cruel / criminal individuals; (4) elements fostering an atmosphere of misery or degradation in the91
various scenarios encountered by other characters ; (5) supremely crippled; (6) targets of ridicule; (7) persons92
with disabilities as their sole and very own enemy; (8) burdens for their families; (9) sexual aberrations; and (10)93
individuals unable to participate in community life.94

From a semiotic analysis, Harris (2002) points out two fundamental recurring structures for movies whose95
drama revolves around PwD. The first brings the following sequence of events: (a) a person becomes disabled;96
(b) the deficiency leads to self-pity; (c) the person with disabilities moves away from society; and (d) one or97
more people without disabilities show the person with disabilities that life is worthwhile. The second screenplay98
is structured as follows: (a) a person is born or becomes disabled; (b) the disability leads to bitterness, despair99
and/or violence; (c) the person with disabilities seeks to take revenge on society; and d) one or more people without100
disabilities come to the rescue of the PwD. Currently, as a function of the imperative of inclusion of diversity,101
images of people with disabilities in cultural texts should probably portray them in situations of enjoyment of102
the myriad opportunities offered by contemporary consumer society (Douglas & Isherwood, 2009). However, as103
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discussed below, this is not what happens in the context of the cultural industry’s recent representations of PwD104
in Brazilian telenovelas.105

4 b) Consumption and people with disabilities106

Mansfield and Pinto (2008) characterize people with disabilities based on the concept of consumption vulnera-107
bility, that is, people with diminished access to goods and services. This difficulty to play the role of consumers108
can be observed even when these people must get from one place to another: taxi drivers, for example, often109
choose not to pick up the disabled (Jain, 2002).110

For Doessel and Williams (2011), from a socioeconomic perspective, disabilities manifest themselves in the111
form of fewer available practices vis-à-vis the market for a given cohort of society, who remain on the sidelines112
of the main activities of production and consumption. Nicholson, Kulyukin and Coster (2009) argue that the113
removal of social conviviality and dependence with respect to other people limit consumption possibilities and114
opportunities for people with disabilities. Faria, Silva and Ferreira (2012), in turn, suggest that marketing115
theorists and practitioners may disregard people with disabilities as consumers.116

Moreover, even in moments of leisure, people with disabilities must overcome barriers (Poria, Reichel &117
Brandt, 2011). Studying the consumption of leisure, ??urns, Reichel and Brandt (2009) point out that the118
biggest obstacles for people with disabilities are not architectural barriers, but rather the barriers created by119
other consumers who harbor bias vis-à-vis the disabled. Emira and Thompson (2011) Rituals and consumption120
are key elements for building and maintaining the individual and family identity (Epp & Price, 2008). In line121
with this perspective, Baker (2006) argues that marketing academics should devote themselves to investigating122
how people with disabilities can build their individual and collective identities through consumption.123

5 III.124

6 Methodology125

In this study, fragments of culture industry products-Brazilian telenovelas, to be specific-are analyzed in126
accordance with the methodology proposed by Hirschman, Scott and Wells (1998), which is to establish127
relationships between consumption practices and cultural texts that represent such consumption. Arnould128
and Thompson (2005) and Askegaard (2010) view cultural texts as tools to identify lifestyles, identities and129
ideologies. Mikos and Perrotta (2012) are proponents of analysis of television programs, with the goal to130
understand behavioral aspects; furthermore, Joyce (2012) believes that in the case of Brazilian society, telenovelas131
are prominent among such programming.132

The collection of data for this study included cultural texts selected from Brazilian telenovelas (i) previously133
presented on open television channels and that (ii) cast people with disabilities as fixed characters of the series.134
The cultural texts collected for the survey were obtained via the Internet website YouTube. Hartley (2009)135
mentions YouTube as a powerful channel for reproduction and for the posting of cultural texts.136

It should be acknowledged that not all telenovelas already produced by Brazilian TV that included characters137
with disabilities were included in the study. At the outset, sources were referred to such as Menescal, Michalawski,138
Lemos and Monteiro(2010), Postal (2008), Silva (2008) and Souto Maior ( ??006) to get access to information139
regarding telenovelas featuring PwD, which had excerpts posted on YouTube; then, via the smart search facility140
built into YouTube itself, additional telenovelas that addressed the same issue were found. In all, more than 250141
scenes from 22 different telenovelas were analyzed, depicting a total of 28 disabled characters. In the analysis of142
the results, certain characters appear prominently for being the ones who are most strongly linked to introducing143
to the storyline discussions on consumption practices.144

The treatment of data followed the steps below: (a) retrieval and selection of scenes; (b) syntactic analysis of145
the narrative via dynamic and concrete observation of scenic elements, such as actors and dramatic action; (c)146
analysis of the contexts of the scenes. The discussion of results followed the guidelines of categories of analysis147
recommended by Hirschman, Scott and Wells (1998). After selecting the scenes in which the characters with148
disabilities appeared in consumption situations, the dialogues of the characters present, the settings, and the149
scene objects were analyzed.150

7 IV.151

8 Representation of the Results152

9 a) Characters with disabilities in Brazilian telenovelas153

To aid in the understanding of the representations of the characters with disabilities in the telenovelas, Table 1154
was prepared, providing a general information framework for the 22 television series analyzed for the study.155

10 b) Categories of analysis and interpretation156

The act of giving gifts to people with disabilities. The act of giving harbors a high symbolic importance and may157
entail anxiety for the giver; moreover, the intensity of this anxiety is related to the characteristics of the recipient158
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10 B) CATEGORIES OF ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

(Sherry, 1983). Maria Claudia Coelho (2006), an anthropologist, points out that when someone gives as a gift159
an object inappropriate for use by a disabled recipient, they are expressing a mistaken view about the disabled160
person. In the telenovelas analyzed, one can discern characters who appeared anxious and fearful with regard161
to failing to please when gifting a character with disabilities, in the belief that the disabled have tastes very162
different from those of other people. A scene from Páginas da Vida illustrates such a situation. The scene depicts163
Christmas Eve, and a family friend takes brings gift for the child with Down’s syndrome: HELENA (mother):164
She loved the gift. GREG (friend): Great. I was so afraid of making a mistake; it’s hard to know what she likes.165
HELENA: She likes the same things that any girl her age likes. GREG: Really? I thought it could be different166
for her.167

The difficulty of giving gifts to people with disabilities is also portrayed from the standpoint of the recipient.168
Scenes were identified in which the characters with disabilities complain of rarely receiving gifts, corroborating169
an observation made by Fournier (2008).170

In Caras e Bocas, a scene between a visually impaired individual and her boyfriend shows how the character171
is surprised to get a present, suggesting this to be a rare occurrence:172

ANSELMO (the boyfriend): I brought a gift for you, a gift that symbolizes my love for you. ANITA (visually173
disabled): A gift! How wonderful! I almost never get presents. ANSELMO: A Braille edition of a work174
by Carlos Drummond de Andrade. ANITA: A book! It’s been so long that I’ve received a book! And in175
Braille, too-so unusual! This scene also portrayed other aspects that indicate differences in the exchange of gifts176
involving people with disabilities. Firstly, the dialogue emphasizes that books in Braille are scarce-thus pointing177
to consumption restrictions of the visually impaired. Second, closer examination of the scene reveals that the178
book was not wrapped in gift paper, despite the occasion representing an important milestone in the love story179
of the characters. This might suggest that the visually impaired individual would not know how to open the180
package or would fail to appreciate the wrapping, given their lack of sight.181

Regarding the gifts given to the characters in the scenes analyzed, it is interesting to note that many have182
a direct association with the disability of the person. For example, the character Luciana in Viver a Vida, for183
example, received several gifts (mostly clothing) before being involved in an accident and becoming wheelchair-184
ridden; after the accident, however, she only receives gifts specifically related to the disability, such as an adapted185
bicycle and several wheelchairs. Jefferson, a wheelchair-ridden character in Malhação, talks about this type of186
gift in an ironical tone in one scene in the telenovela: NELSON (friend): Jefferson, I’m going to buy you a187
present. We’re going straight to the store. Boy, you’re not getting a wheelchair-you’re getting a Formula 1 race188
car. JEFFERSON: Who knew that the best gift that I could get would be a wheelchair.189

Consumption decisions of people with disabilities. The analysis of the telenovela scenes showed that many190
characters with disabilities do not participate in decisions involving the consumption of goods and services-not191
even the simplest ones, such as choosing what they want to eat. An example of this situation occurs with the192
blind character Felipe, in Malhação. In family breakfast scenes, Felipe is always served by the maid who does193
not even ask him what he wants to eat or drink. In the same telenovela, a recurring scene is a convenience store194
where the characters buy their groceries. There, where Felipe always appears accompanied by the father and/or195
brother, he neither buys anything nor has any input regarding family consumption decisions. This dependency196
on others that people with disabilities seem to have in choosing what to consume had already been described in197
the literature (Doessel & Williams, 2011).198

As regards the lack of independence of people with disabilities as consumers, exclusion from the labor market199
seems to be one of the main causes. Irigaray and Vergara (2011) point out that even when a PwD manages200
enter the labor market, they often hit the glass ceiling and are prevented from developing professionally. In the201
telenovela Caras e Bocas, one scene includes the following lines by Anita, a blind character, who alludes to work202
as a possibility for her to gain more independence as a PwD consumer.203

ANITA Other characters illustrate the lack of autonomy of disabled people as consumers. Jamanta, a mentally204
disabled character who appears in two telenovelas, dresses carelessly or sometimes in tatters; his invariably torn205
costumes vary little in terms of articles of clothing or color, which are usually washed out or pale. Jamanta is206
not represented in any situations that would require active participation in practices of consumption.207

People with disabilities in the consumption of leisure services. Many telenovelas depict people with disabilities208
as individuals with great difficulty when it comes to consuming recreational products and services. Moreover in209
the academic literature, authors also argue that there are numerous barriers that PwD have to endure in order to210
enjoy leisure services (Burns, Reichel & Brandt, 2009; Faria, Silva & Ferreira, 2012). In Malhação, Jefferson, who211
is wheelchair-bound, regrets never being able to go to music shows now that he is of ”crippled” and concludes that212
”fun is no longer possible when you’re in a wheelchair.” Sassaki (2003) emphasizes that besides the architectural213
barriers attitudinal barriers and service barriers are apt to hamper the PwD in moments of leisure. In the cultural214
texts analyzed here, attitudinal barriers were discernible in the relations between family / strangers and the PwD.215
In telenovela scenes, this type of barrier is made evident when the other characters demonstrate their believe that216
people with disabilities cannot attend leisure venues; in one such scene in Laços de Família, the wheelchair-bound217
Edu encounters a friend in a nightclub. The friend says they would expect to find anyone other than Edu there,218
given that he is in a wheelchair. At the end of the scene, Edu eventually concludes that he really should not be219
there and withdraws as though the environment were not befitting of him.220

The literature emphasizes that leisure performs an important role in terms of inclusion of PwD, and that221
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this is so especially during childhood (Emira & Thompson, 2011).In the novel Páginas da Vida, the (previously222
mentioned) Clara, a girl with Down’s syndrome, was always portrayed as passing leisure time playing in a223
playground. However, in a later scene, a woman quips that the girl should not be in a place like that, since224
she ”isn’t normal.” In another scene from the same telenovela, a bookstore salesperson says she has no books for225
”kids like Clara.”226

In the telenovela América the character’s mother blindly accepts that the girl cannot go out to have fun, since227
the options for leisure would not geared to people with disabilities. In one scene Islene (Flor’s mother), Feitosa228
?? The dialogue illustrates the parents themselves as the creators of barriers to the leisure of their children229
with disabilities, as already shown in the studies of Emira and Thompson (2011). In another scene Flor does230
in fact attend an art exhibition, feels all the works with her hand and is touched by her emotions; the mother231
is amazed and finally understands the In Caras e Bocas, the blind character, Anita, suggests that difficulties232
regarding leisure activities may originate in the dependence on both the family and the group of friends: ”I’ve233
never danced. It’s not common for a blind girl to go to a dance club. Nobody would take me” ... ”I never come234
to the parks, but I love it. I don’t come because my brother thinks it’s too dangerous for me” ... ”I’d never stood235
under a waterfall-no one has the patience to take a blind girl to these places.”236

Anita experiences a specific situation in the telenovela that illustrates the service barriers faced by people237
with disabilities to engage in leisure activities. On arrival at the hotel where Anita will spend her honeymoon,238
the receptionist hands her the room key. Then the receptionist realizes that Anita is blind, and says, ”Oh, I do239
apologize! It’s just that I didn’t expect to see a blind girl here; it’s quite uncommon.” The lack of preparedness240
of the service providers depicted in the scene seems to be associated with the perception or reality that PwD do241
not patronize places of leisure.242

However, positive experiences of people with disabilities were also encountered. In Sol de Verão, for example,243
a person close to the character with disabilities is taken aback with how he manages to enjoy a moment of leisure.244
In the scene, Abel, who is hearing impaired, is at a nightclub with his girlfriend, who admires his ability to dance245
by following the rhythm of the music. She asks him how he does it. Abel replies that is able to feel the vibration246
of the music by placing his hands on objects and that he pays attention to how others dance. In América, Jatobá,247
a blind man and his girlfriend go to a musical performance and he says that now that he is blind he likes such248
performances all the more: since he can feel the music better he gets even more enjoyment.249

In Viver a Vida, the main character Luciana was used by the screenplay writer to discuss issues relating to250
leisure for people with disabilities. Luciana and her husband Miguel are to spend their honeymoon in Paris and,251
upon entering the hotel, the two talk about how good it is to stay in an accessible hotel and how uncommon this252
is. In her blog, the character talks about how Paris is accessible and points out that she only noticed the fact253
when she became wheelchair-bound.254

LUCIANA: Paris just gets more beautiful. The city is really accessible to wheelchair users. The last time I255
was here, I didn’t pay much attention, but, now, of course I’m much more aware of accessibility. And everything256
works perfectly well for those who get around in a wheelchair. All the streets have ramps, people are extremely257
polite, and every single cafe or restaurant we’ve been to so far has been accessible. Ah, our Brazil still has to258
make so much progress in that regard.259

In another scene, the same telenovela addresses the problem of attitudinal barriers in leisure situations. The260
scene takes place in a restaurant, where a woman has her gaze fixed on Luciana, who comes up to her table and261
says, ”Excuse me, but you’ve been looking my way so much I started wondering if we are acquainted,” which the262
woman responds to assuming she does not want to be watched during a moment of leisure: ”I was looking at you263
because I was moved by your suffering. Such a beautiful young woman in a wheelchair, and here all exposed in264
this restaurant, would be better off staying at home.” This scene illustrates, albeit in an indirect way, the desire265
on the part of the general population for the disabled to remain invisible, to not show themselves in public.266

Urban mobility. Accessibility by PwD to urban spaces has been increasingly discussed in the specialized267
literature as a factor either preventing or facilitating a full life in society and, by extension, practices of268
consumption. Beyond public transport, urban mobility implies being able to walk around easily, without facing269
discrimination based on personal characteristics. However, in the telenovela scenes analyzed, the reality portrayed270
falls short of that advocated by the various manuals on accessibility For example, the character Jefferson, in271
Malhação, comes from a poor community and cannot leave home by wheelchair because of his neighborhood’s272
steep, narrow and pot-holed roads. Em a Viver a Vida scene, the wheelchair-bound Luciana attempts to take a273
bus ride. After several fruitless attempts to wave down a bus, Luciana finally succeeds. However, the conductor274
immediately says:275

CONDUCTOR: Be aware that this is going to take a long time. This is a long process. LUCIANA: Do you276
get training on how to use this chair-lift? CONDUCTOR: Of course not! But we’ll give it it a try. The scene277
continues with a discussion between Luciana and a passenger, who refuses to stop repeating how Luciana is278
messing up her trip and that she should get a taxi instead. This situation illustrates the lack of preparedness of279
the people who work with public transport and the attitudes of the larger society, which fails to include persons280
with disabilities. Sometime after the episode, Luciana’s father buys a specially adapted car for her, a solution281
that is beyond reach of the vast majority of Brazilians.282

Despite the difficulties of tackling obstacles in the streets, two visually impaired characters, in two different283
telenovelas, Anita (from Caras e Bocas) and Felipe (from Malhação), appear in several scenes walking about in284
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10 B) CATEGORIES OF ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

the street without too much difficulty, aided by their walking sticks alone. In contrast, the visually impaired285
Jatobá (from América) relied on the help of a guide dog. Curiously, the same character also leads a scene in286
which he drives a car with the help of a couple of friends. Jatobá is thrilled to drive and tells how important287
it is to be able to do this again. Another scene shows Jatobá nearly falling while trying to get off a bus. The288
character indignantly complains, ”They really don’t think twice about people who can’t see, do they? Does it289
really not occur to them that blind people have to work, study, and go to the mall just like everyone else?”290

Barriers in consumption environments. In the telenovelas surveyed, the main problems regarding accessibility291
to retail stores are represented by the lack of accommodation by store workers, by architectural barriers, and292
impediments to seeing-eye dogs, despite the federal law that provides for the free movement of such animals.293

Indeed, there are several scenes in the telenovela América that illustrate the issue of failure to comply with294
laws that provide for the free movement of these dogs. In one episode of the telenovela, Jatobá takes Flor to295
buy a dress; however they are barred from entering the store because the salesperson refuses to let the seeing-eye296
dog enter the establishment along with the characters. At a second store, although they do manage to enter, the297
salesperson becomes upset, does not now how to serve them, and ends up ignoring them, offering no assistance298
whatsoever. When they finally find a store where they good service is provided, the scene shows that PwD (as299
would people without disabilities) intend to return to the establishment in the future: ”I’m going to tell my300
mother to always bring us here.”301

The complaint that laws exist but are not respected is also depicted in telenovelas, for example when blind302
characters seek, albeit without success, to get a Braille menu in a restaurant. The study by Faria, Silva and303
Ferreira (2012) regarding the experience of the blind consumer in Rio de Janeiro restaurants shows that even304
though provided for by law, the requirement for menus in Braille to be available was not respected by restaurants.305

Also in regard to people with visual impairments in consumer environments, a scene in Malhação shows306
Felipe, a blind character, chatting with his girlfriend about the difficulties he encounters when choosing and307
making purchases. In the following scene, Felipe takes the girl to a store, blind-folds her and gets her to try and308
buy a cookie. Confusion ensues and the merchandise winds up on the floor.309

A scene from Páginas da Vida also illustrates service providers’ lack of preparation as a barrier to consumption310
by people with disabilities. Clara’s speech therapist takes the girl to a bakery to practice some words, and asks311
the child to tell the seller she wants to buy some chocolate. When Clara makes the request, the clerk says he312
doesn’t understand, and that it would be better of someone would ”give the sick kid some help.”313

In relation to architectural barriers, in a scene from Viver a Vida, Luciana enters a luxury retailer and chooses314
some clothes; the saleswoman then warns her that she will have to buy them without trying them on because315
the changing room is too small for the wheelchair. Luciana becomes outraged and updates her blog with her bad316
experience:317

LUCIANA: Went to do a little shopping at the mall with my mom and Mia. Almost gave up, folks! I got very318
upset when I could not take my wheelchair into the changing room in one store. While I’d rather not mention319
the name of the store, I do want to point out that this is ABSURD! How can a store simply exclude a consumer?320
They think people in wheelchairs don’t buy clothes? They think we go around naked? It made me very sad and321
angry. It’s rotten to be embarrassed like that. My mother gave the salesperson a piece of her mind and we left.322

The family and education of children with disabilities. In the literature of pedagogy, the discussion surrounding323
inclusive education has spanned many decades. Anhão, Pfeifer and Santos (2010) studied the benefits that living324
with children without disabilities can provide children with Down’s syndrome. Over the course of several episodes325
in Páginas da ??ida (2006), the mother of a child with Down’s syndrome appears in several scenes trying to get326
a school to let her daughter attend. Then, when she finally does finds a school, problems with the parents of the327
other children and the teachers ensue. In one scene, for example, a teacher says the girl cannot be treated like328
the others because she is disabled, and that, therefore, she does not not need to learn anything. In the following329
scene the mother says she is going to file a complaint with Public Prosecutor’s Office; the principal replies that,330
although many parents have already threatened to take their children out of the school for not wanting them to331
study with Down’s child, the school management has decided to allow the girl to remain. A favor or a right? The332
principal is presented in the script as someone who is good and tolerant in the face of the complaints from other333
parents, which appears to fairly reflect reality. In the literature, Wanderley (2008) highlights this behavior of334
construing ”rights” as ”favors” and claims that this type of attitude reinforces the process of exclusion of people335
with disabilities.336

In another telenovela, in which the disabled character is blind, family and school are again a point of focus.337
Initially, the mother cannot accept that the girl attend a school, in the belief that it is dangerous for her to go338
outside her house. Then, at a certain point, she ends up agreeing to search for a school for her daughter. Some339
scenes show that the other students do not like playing with the blind girl and they laugh at the way she walks.340

In Malhação, a series in which the school environment is the main backdrop for plot development, the visually341
impaired character is a newcomer from another city and causes divisiveness among the students in the new school.342
While the majority of the students refuses to study with the disabled student, a small group defends the blind343
boy and opposes the various students who want to stop him from attending their school. The blind character344
appears passive throughout the discussion, which only ends with the arrival of the principal, who assumes a345
staunch posture for the inclusion of the visually impaired student: PRINCIPAL: Here in school, no student will346
be discriminated against. The process of inclusion has to start in school. I’m shocked that you young people347
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are so prejudiced. One result of this lack of alternatives regarding good schools that promote the inclusion of348
people with disabilities appears to be an early search for information in this regard on the part of the parents of349
such children. In the telenovela Vidas em Jogo, as soon as they discover that their unborn son will have Down’s350
syndrome, the leading couple starts researching for information on schools and kindergartens that are willing to351
accept the child when the time comes.352

11 V. Final Discussion and Contribution353

How are the consumption decisions and practices of people with disabilities presented in Brazilian telenovelas?354
That people with disabilities are rarely portrayed situations of consumption in telenovelas was discernible. The355
focus of these characters, for the most part, is on their emotional relationships and in overcoming the difficulties356
posed by the disability, leaving aside issues involving consumption, seen as the purview of other ”perfect”357
characters without disabilities. Outside of telenovela storylines, the scenario seems to be very similar: much358
is said of inclusion; however, businesses still do not see people with disabilities as potential consumers. Being359
an invisible consumer seems to pose problems for the construction of the individual and collective identities of360
people with disabilities, who, as the telenovelas portray, end up being distanced from the conviviality of others.361

The analysis of the telenovelas revealed important aspects of how PwD are treated when they seeking to play362
the role of consumers. Portrayed in earlier moments of Brazilian political life as alienating and manipulative,363
telenovelas have become more respected by Brazilian intellectuals, who recognize their power to inform, polemicize364
and transform when representing-in addition to important national literary works-an ability to transpose scenes,365
albeit caricatured, of the daily life of Brazilians surrounded by issues ranging from the simplest to the most366
controversial.367

Society seems to suffer from a conscious or unconscious refusal to see those who have some type of disability;368
however, the barrier appears to be lower when characters with physical or mental disabilities become part of369
telenovela storylines. Thus, telenovelas seem to be able to make society more aware of itself as well as of the370
groups who the targets of prejudices or indifference to people with disabilities.371

Despite this important role with regard to the portrayal of persons with disabilities as consumers, the storylines372
of the telenovela still need adapting. The telenovela Viver a Vida is one of the rare examples in which a disabled373
character was used in scenes with product placement. It should be noted, however, that the character appears374
linked only to products that are directly linked to their disability. One obstacle for characters with disabilities375
to lead in scenes with product placement of products unrelated to their disability could be (i) the lack of interest376
on the part of companies to link their brands to people with disabilities or (ii) the invisibility that this group377
appears to have visà-vis the producers of goods and services.378

On the other hand, the vast majority of the texts examined by this research have at the core of the storyline379
some type of complaint with respect to exclusion, prejudice or the oppression suffered by the disabled. Within380
that scope and, as we have seen, based on the stereotypes of people with disabilities in cultural texts studied381
by Barnes (1992) and ??ameron (2007), Brazilian telenovelas seem to be more generous than the film industry382
in relation to representations of persons with disabilities. It should be noted, however, that this study did not383
seek to evaluate how effective are the attempts of the telenovela authors to denounce the problems experienced384
by PwD; rather, the work is an invitation to reflect on the public’s predisposition to devote attention to such385
issues. A major challenge seems to be depicting in telenovelas people and problems that society prefers to remain386
invisible.387

A complaint often portrayed in telenovelas, and that deserves mention, is with regard to the lack of investment388
in public policies for the social inclusion of people with disabilities. In the present article the discussion389
surrounding urban mobility presents several aspects that should be considered by the public sphere. Importantly,390
even with the World Cup in 2014 and the Olympics Games in 2014-moments of major global visibility in which391
tourists and athletes with disabilities will be commonplace in Brazilian cities-still rare are discussions regarding392
necessary investments in urban mobility in Brazil’s metropolises. In the city of Rio de Janeiro, which will host393
the Olympics in 2016, although proposals do exist to improve urban mobility, these still appear to fall short of394
meeting the needs of people with disabilities.395

The findings of this analysis of cultural texts based on telenovelas can assist companies producing goods and396
services as well as the institutions responsible for public policies to reflect on the needs of people with disabilities.397
Through the demands alluded to in the telenovela scenes, it is hoped that these consumers and citizens can be398
better served, without It is believed that this analysis can contribute to improving the well-being of people with399
disabilities by denouncing the fact that they are not seen as consumers even though their desires and frustrations400
are represented in telenovelas in terms of such simple everyday practices such as, for example, the ritual of401
exchanging gifts.402

Also befitting is a reflection on the possible roles to be performed by telenovelas in order that they can403
contribute to a reassessment of meanings and values in a society in which watching and accompanying these404
storylines seems to be a national ritual. It is believed that the findings of this analysis of telenovela scripts405
that include characters with disabilities can serve as a starting point for further studies that make use of other406
methodologies. Questions regarding, for example, urban mobility, the importance of the family in the decisions407
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13

Figure 1: 13 Global

1

Year Telenovela Free translation Character Disability
1978 Te Contei? Have I told you? Léo Visual
1982 Final Feliz Happy Ending Rafael Mental
1982 Sol de Verão Summer sun Abel Auditory
1989 Sexo dos Anjos Fruitless Pursuits Tomás Auditory
1993 O Mapa da Mina Map of the Mine Marquinho Down’s syn-

drome
1993 Mulheres de Areia Women of the Sand Tonho da Lua Mental
1993 Renascer Born again José Inocêncio Motor

Figure 2: Table 1 :
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of consumption of people with disabilities, and the act of giving gifts to people with disabilities, which were408
highlighted in the results of the study, deserve to be more fully explored. 1 2409

1© 2014 Global Journals Inc. (US) Characters with Disabilities in Brazilian Telenovelas: Almost Invisible
Consumers

2© 2014 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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